Lureking bed
bug monitor

Russell IPM’s Lureking bed bug
trap is a highly effective, premium
monitor for bed bugs. It is
pre-baited, easy to assemble and
ready to use.

Benefits

Highly effective
Safe, clean and easy to use
Insecticide free and non toxic
Intergrated specially formulated attractant
Made with high quality cardboard and pressure sensitive glue
Rough card exterior on the ramps to enable the bed bugs to climb easily into the trap
Shiny card surface on the inside to prevent bed bugs from escaping
Compact trap for placement in difficult to reach places
Small and discreet, can be hidden behind or beneath furniture
Large entry points onto glue patch
Fits easily into corner
Double sided tape included to secure to a surface or wall if preferred

Target insects

Bed bug Cimex lectularius
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Where to use
Hotels, homes, apartment buildings, kennels and catteries, pet hotels, nursing homes,
dormitories, vehicles, luggage storage, cruise ships and planes.

Assembly
Separate the traps into two by folding the perforation lines and pulling apart.
peel off the protective paper from the sticky base. Form the trap shape by inserting slot A into slot B
as the trap is pre-baited it is ready to use.

Where to place/distance
Place the trap where infestation is suspected, ensuring it is in a convenient place to check regularly.
Ideal places would be under or next to the bed, behind curtains or next to furniture.
The traps can be secured to walls and skirting boards using the double sided tape provided if required.

Replacement
Replace every 6-8 weeks unless the trap is full earlier.

Storage
Store in a cool, dry place in their packaging for a shelf life of 24 months.

Product code
CAT-NO33-260
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